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Colegrove v Green, 1946
• “Throughout our history… 
the most glaring disparities 
have prevailed as to the 
contours and the 
population of districts.”
• “Courts ought not to enter 
this political thicket.”
FELIX FRANKFURTER
Baker v Carr, 1962
• “One of the Court's supporting 
opinions, as elucidated by 
commentary, unwittingly affords 
a disheartening preview of the 
mathematical quagmire (apart 
from divers judicially 
inappropriate and elusive 
determinants) into which this 
Court today catapults the lower 
courts of the country without so 
much as adumbrating the basis 
for a legal calculus as a means of 
extrication.”
FELIX FRANKFURTER
Baker v Carr, 1962
• “This [intervention], of course, 
implies that geography, 
economics, urban-rural 
conflict, and all the other non-
legal factors which have 
throughout our history 
entered into political districting 
are to some extent not to be 
ruled out in the undefined 
vista now opened up by 
review in the federal courts of 
state reapportionments.”
8-1 MAJORITY
Reynolds v Sims, 1964
• “We are told that the matter of apportioning 
representation in a state legislature is a complex 
and many-faceted one. We are advised that States 
can rationally consider factors other than 
population in apportioning legislative 
representation. We are admonished not to restrict 
the power of the States to impose differing views 
as to political philosophy on their citizens. We are 
cautioned about the dangers of entering into 
political thickets and mathematical quagmires. Our 
answer is this: a denial of constitutionally 
protected rights demands judicial protection; our 
oath and our office require no less of us.”
5-4 MAJORITY
Rucho v Common Cause, 2019
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Key goals   
• Build large ensemble of partisan-neutral plans tailored to rules and 
measured with respect to vote landscape of individual states—this 
provides the relevant baseline.
• Avoid being distracted by trendy/overpromising metrics and tests. 
• Develop the science robustly; don’t let the science be hijacked by the 
exigencies of litigation (or pay the price).
Key finding   
The normative story becomes clearer when you separate  
(a) the absence of gerrymandering from (b) partisan fairness.
Illustration of the scope of the problem:  a case with 
40% orange voters where careful line-drawing can give 
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run 1 run 2 run 3
4 60 
If you let the chips fall where 
they may, this particular 40% 
of voters will secure about 
23% of seats.
PROPORTIONALITY
…not what we ordered
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PROPORTIONALITY
…not what we ordered
Jordan Ellenberg in Slate




Mean-Median (Gary King et al)
MM=0 means symmetry
MM=.03 said to mean Republicans could have secured 50% of seats with only 47% of votes
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2011 plan
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IN THE END, 














41% Dem in Pres16
“Eastylvania”
53% Dem in Pres16




Question: criteria interactions, VRA
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Utah
Question: partisan symmetry
Partisan symmetry generalities: 
as you swing the vote, you 













Question: ranked choice or districts?
ASK ME ABOUT
• Coming to Tufts this summer for a 1-week 
think tank on best practices for redistricting: 














1. Enumerating the plans 
2. Sampling the plans 
3. The data challenge
HOW MANY MAPS?
DISTRICTS AS GRAPH 
PARTITIONS
Iowa’s 99 counties
Form dual graph, partition into four connected 















How many ways to make 67 state Senate districts in Minnesota? 
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How many ways to make 67 state Senate districts in Minnesota? 
just from pairing:  
6,156,723,718,225,577,984
HOW BIG OF A PROBLEM?
e.g., Pennsylvania has 9059 precincts
421,545 census blocks
18 Congressional districts, 50 state Senate, 160 state House
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THE SCIENCE OF SAMPLING
FINDING THE BASELINE
Randomized algorithms let us explore the vast universe of possible 
districting plans
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Merge; choose uniformly from spanning trees; seek balanced cut
FLIP VS RECOM
• Flip has some pros:  reversible, can be uniformized, 
can be Metropolized.  In principle, you can write 
down the stationary distribution.
• Flip has some cons:  insanely slow-mixing, 




• Pegden estimates “dozens of trillions” of Flip steps are needed 
between each map on a 80x80 grid (which is still smaller than 
Pennsylvania’s precinct dual graph)
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• Pegden estimates “dozens of trillions” of Flip steps are needed 
between each map on a 80x80 grid (which is still smaller than 
Pennsylvania’s precinct dual graph)
• Same independence achieved with <100 ReCom steps
• Once they do mix, do they get the same answers to redistricting 




• DeFord-Najt-Solomon:  for any 0<x≤1, efficient 













• Balanced cuts of trees
• Ergodicity, stationary distribution for spanning tree ReCom, 
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• Balanced cuts of trees
• Ergodicity, stationary distribution for spanning tree ReCom, 
diameter bounds for metagraph, curvature of state space
• Rapid mixing for ReCom on nxn grids, k districts, n→∞
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At VRDI 2018, we called all 
88 counties in Ohio to ask 
the simple question, where 
are your precincts?
46 counties had shapefiles
27 counties had PDF maps
8 counties sent paper maps ☛
7 had nothing
We’ve built a user-friendly data interface
districtr.org
